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Abstract The number of fixed points of a random permutation of {1,2, . . . , n} has a
limiting Poisson distribution. We seek a generalization, looking at other actions of the
symmetric group. Restricting attention to primitive actions, a complete classification
of the limiting distributions is given. For most examples, they are trivial – almost
every permutation has no fixed points. For the usual action of the symmetric group
on k-sets of {1,2, . . . , n}, the limit is a polynomial in independent Poisson variables.
This exhausts all cases. We obtain asymptotic estimates in some examples, and give
a survey of related results.
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1 Introduction

One of the oldest theorems in probability theory is the Montmort (1708) limit theorem
for the number of fixed points of a random permutation of {1,2, . . . , n}. Let Sn be the
symmetric group. For an element w ∈ Sn, let F(w) = |{i : w(i) = i}|. Montmort [58]
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proved that

|{w : F(w) = j}|
n! → 1

e

1

j ! (1.1)

for j fixed as n tends to infinity. The limit theorem (1.1) has had many refinements
and variations. See Takács [68] for its history, Chapter 4 of Barbour, Holst, Janson
[7] or Chatterjee, Diaconis, Meckes [18] for modern versions.

The limiting distribution Pλ(j) = e−λλj /j ! (in (1.1) λ = 1) is the Poisson distrib-
ution of “the law of small numbers”. Its occurrence in many other parts of probability
(see e.g. Aldous [1]) suggests that we seek generalizations of (1.1), searching for new
limit laws.

In the present paper we look at other finite sets on which Sn acts. It seems natural
to restrict to transitive actions – otherwise, things break up into orbits in a transparent
way. It is also natural to restrict to primitive actions. Here Sn acts primitively on the
finite set � if we cannot partition � into disjoint blocks �1,�2, . . . ,�h where Sn

permutes the blocks (if �w
i ∩ �j �= φ then �w

i = �j). The familiar wreath prod-
ucts which permute within blocks and between blocks give examples of imprimitive
actions.

The primitive actions of Sn have been classified in the O’Nan-Scott theorem. We
describe this carefully in Section 2. For the study of fixed points most of the cases
can be handled by a marvelous theorem of Luczak and Pyber [57]. This shows that,
except for the action of Sn on k-sets of an n-set, almost all permutations have no
fixed points (we say w is a derangement). This result is explained in Section 3. For
Sn acting on k-sets, one can assume that k < n/2. Then there is a nontrivial limit if
and only if k stays fixed as n tends to infinity. In these cases, the limit is shown to
be an explicit polynomial in independent Poisson random variables. This is the main
content of Section 4. Section 5 works out precise asymptotics for the distribution
of fixed points in the action of Sn on matchings. Section 6 considers more general
imprimitive subgroups. Section 7 proves that the proportion of elements of Sn which
belong to a primitive subgroup not containing An is at most O(n−2/3+α) for any α >

0; this improves on the bound of Luczak and Pyber [57]. Finally, Section 8 surveys
related results (including analogs of our main results for finite classical groups) and
applications of the distribution of fixed points and derangements.

1.1 Probability notation and inequalities

We conclude this introduction with basic probabilistic notation and inequalities used
throughout. Useful background for this material is in [33] or [32]. If P is a probability
measure on the finite or countable set � and T : � → R is a function, we write P(T =
t) :=∑{ω∈�|T (ω)=t} P(ω). The mean of T is denoted E(T ) :=∑ω∈� T (ω)P (ω).

The variance of T is denoted Var(T ) := E(T 2)−E(T )2. Usually, � is a finite group
G and P(ω) = 1/|G|. For λ ≥ 0, define the Poisson probability measure with para-
meter λ as P(j) = e−λλj /j ! on � = N = {0,1, . . .}. Define a probability measure
on N

n by the equation P(j1, . . . , jn) = ∏n
k=1 e−λkλ

jk

k /(jk)!. This measure makes
the coordinate functions Xi(j1, . . . , jn) = ji independent in the sense of the equality
P(X1 = j1, . . . ,Xn = jn) =∏P(Xi = ji). The Xi are called independent Poisson
random variables with parameters λi .
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If a finite group G acts on � with F(w) the number of fixed points of w, the
“lemma that is not Burnside’s” implies that

E(F(w)) = # orbits of G on �,

E(F 2(w)) = # orbits of G on � × � = rank := r.

If G is transitive on � with isotropy group H , then the rank is also the number of
orbits of H on � and so equal to the number of H − H double cosets in G.

Thus for transitive actions

E(F(w)) = 1, Var(F (w)) = rank − 1. (1.2)

In most of our examples P(F(w) = 0) → 1 but because of (1.2), this cannot be seen
by moment methods. The standard second moment method (Durrett [32], page 16)
says that if X is a non-negative random variable such that a < EX and EX2 < ∞,
then P(X > a) ≥ (EX −a)2/E(X2). Specializing to our case and taking a = 0 gives
that, P(F(w) > 0) ≥ 1/r ; therefore P(F(w) = 0) ≤ 1 − 1/r . This shows that the
convergence to 1 cannot be too rapid. It also shows that P(F(w) = 0) tends to 1
implies that the rank tends to infinity. Indeed, for primitive actions of symmetric and
alternating groups, this is also a sufficient condition – see Theorem 3.4.

There is also an elementary lower bound P(F(w) = 0) ≥ (r − 1)/n. Even the
simplest instance of this lower bound (i.e. 1/n) was only observed in 1992 in [17].
We reproduce the simple proof from [46] in Section 3.

While preparing this paper, we came across a remarkable paper of Manfred
Schocker which makes extensive use of the classical derangement numbers. In partic-
ular, he gives formulae and development for the derangement characters χn,k . These
are the characters arising from the linear span of indicator functions of all permuta-
tions in Sn with exactly k fixed points. The main tool is a novel commutative, semi-
simple, n-dimensional subalgebra of Solomon’s descent algebra, given with explicit
idempotents. While it would take us too far afield to develop this here, we note that
Schocker’s algebra appears earlier in the analysis of “top to random” shuffles (Section
4 of [24]).

2 O’Nan-Scott theorem

Let G act transitively on the finite set �. By standard theory we may represent � as
the left coset space G/Gα with any fixed α ∈ �. Here Gα = {w : αw = α} with the
action being left multiplication on the cosets. Further (Passman [62, 3.4]) the action of
G on � is primitive if and only if the isotropy group Gα is maximal. Thus, classifying
primitive actions of G is the same problem as classifying maximal subgroups H of G.

The O’Nan-Scott theorem classifies maximal subgroups of An and Sn up to deter-
mining the almost simple primitive groups of degree n. Definitions of terms used in
the theorem are given in the remarks and examples following its statement.

Theorem 2.1 [O’Nan-Scott] Let H be a maximal subgroup of G = An or Sn. Then,
one of the following three cases holds:
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I: H acts primitively as a subgroup of Sn (primitive case),
II: H = (Sa 	 Sb) ∩ G (wreath product), n = a · b, |�| = n!

(a!)b·b! (imprimitive case),
or

III: H = (Sk × Sn−k) ∩ G, |�| = (n
k

)
with 1 ≤ k < n/2 (intransitive case).

Further, in case I, one of the following holds:

Ia: H is almost simple,
Ib: H is diagonal,
Ic: H preserves product structure, or
Id: H is affine.

Remarks and examples:

(1) Note that in cases I, II, III, the modifiers ‘primitive’, ‘imprimitive’, ‘intransitive’
apply to H in its action on {1, . . . , n}. Since H is maximal in G, � ∼= G/H is
a primitive G-set. We present an example and suitable additional definitions for
each case.

(2) In case III, � is the k-sets of {1,2, . . . , n} with the obvious action of Sn. This
case is discussed extensively in Section 4 below.

(3) In case II, take n even with a = 2, b = n/2. We may identify � with the set
of perfect matchings on n points – partitions of n into n/2 two-element subsets
where order within a subset or among subsets does not matter. For example if
n = 6, {1,2}{3,4}{5,6} is a perfect matching. For this case, |�| = n!

2n/2(n/2)! =
(n − 1)(n − 3) · · · (1). Careful asymptotics for this case are developed in Section
5. More general imprimitive subgroups are considered in Section 6.

(4) While every maximal subgroup of An or Sn falls into one of the categories of
the O’Nan-Scott theorem, not every such subgroup is maximal. A complete list
of the exceptional examples is in Liebeck, Praeger and Saxl [54]. This depends
heavily on the classification of finite simple groups.

(5) In case Ia, H is almost simple if for some non-Abelian simple group G, G ≤ H ≤
Aut(G). For example, fix 1 < k < m

2 . Let n = (m
k

)
. Let Sn be all n! permutations

of the k sets of {1,2, . . . ,m}. Take Sm ≤ Sn acting on the k-sets in the usual way.
For m ≥ 5, Sm is almost simple and primitive. Here � = Sn/Sm does not have a
simple combinatorial description, but this example is crucial and the k = 2 case
will be analyzed in Section 7.

Let τ ∈ Sm be a transposition. Then τ moves precisely 2
(
m−2
k−1

)
k-sets. Thus,

Sm embeds in An if and only if
(
m−2
k−1

)
is even. Indeed for most primitive embed-

dings of Sm into Sn, the image is contained in An [60].
It is not difficult to see that the image of Sm is maximal in either An or Sn. This

follows from the general result in [54]. It also follows from the classification of
primitive groups containing a non-trivial element fixing at least n/2 points [45].

Similar examples can be constructed by looking at the action of P
Ld(q) on
k-spaces (recall that P
Ld(q) is the projective group of all semilinear transfor-
mations of a d dimensional vector space over Fq ). All of these are covered by
case Ia.

(6) To describe case Ib, take G1 a non-Abelian simple group and k ≥ 2. Set � =
Gk

1/D with D = {(g, g, . . . g)}g∈G1 the diagonal subgroup. Clearly Gk
1 acts on �.
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Further Aut(G1) acts on Gk
1 by applying the same automorphism on each coordi-

nate. This normalizes D and so also acts on �. Finally, Sk acts on Gk
1 by permut-

ing coordinates. Since it even centralizes D, it also acts on �. Take H to be the
group generated by these three types of permutations (i.e. Gk

1,Aut(G1), Sk). The
group H has Gk

1 as a normal subgroup with quotient isomorphic to Out(G1)×Sk .
This may or may not be a split extension; it splits if and only if the extension
1 → G1 → Aut(G1) → Out(G1) → 1 splits.

We remark that H ∩ An is always maximal in An [54]. It can be subtle to
determine whether or not H ≤ An.

Here is a specific example. Take S = G1 for m ≥ 8 and k = 2. Then
Out(Am) = C2 and so H = 〈Am × Am,τ, (s, s)〉 where s is a transposition (or
any element in Sm outside of Am) and τ is the involution changing coordinates.
More precisely, each coset of D has a unique representative of the form (1, x). We
have (g1, g2)(1, x)D = (g1, g2x)D = (1, g2xg−1

1 )D. The action of τ ∈ C2 takes
(1, x) → (1, x−1) and the action of (s, s) ∈ Out(Am) takes (1, x) to (1, sxs−1).

We first show that if m ≥ 8, then H is contained in Alt(�). Clearly Am × Am

is contained in Alt(�). Observe that (s, s) is contained in Alt(�). Indeed, taking
s to be a transposition, the number of fixed points of (s, s) is the size of the
centralizer of s in Am which is |Sm−2|, and so m!

2 −(m−2)! points are moved and
this is divisible by 4 since m ≥ 8. To see that τ is contained in Alt(�) for m ≥ 8,
note that the number of fixed points of τ is the number of involutions (including
the identity) in Am, so it is sufficient to show that m!

2 minus this number is a
multiple of 4. This follows from the next proposition, which is of independent
combinatorial interest.

Note in the example, the extension is split for m �= 6, but it is not split for
m = 6 (because Aut(A6) is not split over A6).

Proposition 2.2 Suppose that m ≥ 8. Then the number of involutions in Am and the
number of involutions in Sm are multiples of 4.

Proof Let a(m) be the number of involutions in Am (including the identity). Let b(m)

be the number of involutions in Sm − Am. It suffices to show that a(m) = b(m) = 0
mod 4. For n = 8,9 we compute directly. For n > 9, we observe that

a(n) = a(n − 1) + (n − 1)b(n − 2)

and

b(n) = b(n − 1) + (n − 1)a(n − 2)

(because an involution either fixes 1 giving the first term or swaps 1 with j > 1,
giving rise to the second term). The result follows by induction. �

Having verified that H is contained in Alt(�) for m ≥ 8, maximality in Alt(�)

now follows from Liebeck-Praeger-Saxl [54].

(7) In case Ic, H preserves a product structure. Let 
 = {1, ...,m}, � = {1, ..., t},
and let � be the t-fold Cartesian product of 
. If C is a permutation group on 
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and D is a permutation group on �, we may define a group H = C 	D by having
C act on the coordinates, and having D permute the coordinates. Primitivity of H

is equivalent to C acting primitively on 
 with some non identity element having
a fixed point and D acting transitively on � (see, e.g. Cameron [15], Th. 4.5).

Since we are assuming that H is maximal, we see that H is the maximal
subgroup preserving the product structure. Thus, G = Smt , H = Sm 	 St and � is
the t-fold Cartesian product {1, · · · ,m}t . If m > 4, then H is maximal in either
Smt or Amt , and H ∩ Amt is maximal in Amt . It is easy to determine when H

embeds in Amt . The case t = 2 will be analyzed in detail in Section 7. We just
note that if t = 2, then H ≤ Am2 if and only if 4|m.

(8) In case Id, H is affine. Thus � = V , a vector space of dimension k over a field of
q elements (so n = |�| = qk) and H is the semidirect product V · GL(V ). Since
we are interested only in maximal subgroups, q must be prime.

Note that if q is odd, then H contains an n − 1 cycle and so is not contained
in An. If q = 2, then for k > 2, H is perfect and so is contained in An. The
maximality of H in An or Sn follows by Mortimer [59] for k > 1 and [44] if
k = 1.

(9) The proof of the O’Nan-Scott theorem is not difficult. O’Nan and Scott each
presented proofs at the Santa Cruz Conference in 1979. A textbook presentation
is [31]; see also the lively lecture notes of Cameron ([15], Chapter 4). The notion
of generalized Fitting subgroup is quite useful in both the proof and statement of
the theorem. See Kurzweil and Stellmacher [51].

There is a more delicate version which describes all primitive permutation
groups. This was proved in Aschbacher-Scott [5] giving quite detailed informa-
tion. A short proof of the Aschbacher-O’Nan-Scott theorem is in [42]. See also
Liebeck, Praeger and Saxl [55].

3 Derangements and rank

The main new result of this section is Theorem 3.4, which shows that the proportion
of derangements goes to 1 whenever it can.

We first state the elementary result already discussed in the introduction giving
bounds for the proportion of derangements.

Theorem 3.1 Let G be a finite transitive permutation group of degree n and rank r .
Then

r − 1

n
≤ P(F(w) = 0) ≤ 1 − 1

r
.

Proof We reproduce the simple proof from [46] for the lower bound. Let G0 be the
set of derangements. Note that F(w) ≤ n, whence

∑

G

(F(w) − 1)(F (w) − n) ≤
∑

G0

(F (w) − 1)(F (w) − n) = n|G0|.
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On the other hand, the left hand side is equal to |G|(r − 1). It follows that P(F(w) =
0) ≥ (r − 1)/n.

As we have already noted, the upper bound follows from the standard second
moment method. �

The following two results are due to Luczak and Pyber. In the statement of the
second result, a subgroup of Sn is called transitive if it acts transitively on {1, · · · , n}.

Theorem 3.2 ([57]) Let Sn act on {1,2, . . . , n} as usual and let i(n, k) be the num-
ber of w ∈ Sn that leave some k-element set invariant. Then, i(n,k)

n! ≤ ak−.01 for an
absolute constant a.

Theorem 3.3 ([57]) Let tn denote the number of elements of the symmetric group Sn

which belong to transitive subgroups different from Sn or An. Then

lim
n→∞ tn/n! = 0.

Theorem 3.2 is at the heart of the proof of Theorem 3.3. We use them both to prove
the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.4 Let Gi be a finite symmetric or alternating group of degree ni acting
primitively on a finite set �i of cardinality at least 3. Assume that ni → ∞. Let di be
the proportion of w ∈ Gi with no fixed points. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) limi→∞ di = 1,

(2) there is no fixed k with �i = {k − sets of {1,2, . . . , ni}} for infinitely many i, and
(3) the rank of Gi acting on �i tends to ∞.

Proof First we show that (2) implies (1). Let Hi be an isotropy group for Gi acting
on �i , and recall that di is the proportion of elements of Sn not contained in any
conjugate of Hi . If Hi falls into category I or II of the O’Nan-Scott theorem, Hi is
transitive. Writing out Theorem 3.3 above more fully, Luczak-Pyber prove that

∣
∣
⋃

H H
∣
∣

n! → 0

where the union is over all transitive subgroups of Sn not equal to Sn or An. Thus a
randomly chosen w ∈ Gi is not in any xHix

−1 if Hi falls into category I or II.
For Hi in category III (k-sets of an n-set), Theorem 3.2 gives that the proportion

of elements in any conjugate of Hi is at most a/k.01 for an absolute constant a. This
goes to 0 as k → ∞, completing the proof that (2) implies (1).

To see that (1) implies (3), note that if the rank does not go to ∞, then di cannot
approach 1 by Theorem 3.1. To see that (3) implies (2), recall that the rank of the
action on k-sets is k + 1. �

The analog of the previous theorem does not hold for all finite simple groups, but
there is a version that is true for groups over a fixed field; see Subsection 8.2.
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4 k-sets of an n-set

In this section the limiting distribution of the number of fixed points of a random
permutation acting on k-sets of an n-set is determined.

Theorem 4.1 Fix k and let Sn act on �n,k – the k-sets of {1,2, . . . , n}. Let Ai(w) be
the number of i-cycles of w ∈ Sn in its usual action on {1,2, . . . , n}. Let Fk(w) be the
number of fixed points of w acting on �n,k . Then

(1)

Fk(w) =
∑

|λ|=k

k∏

i=1

(
Ai(w)

ni(λ)

)

.

Here the sum is over partitions λ of k and ni(λ) is the number of parts of λ equal
to i.

(2) For all n ≥ 2,E(Fk) = 1,Var(Fk) = k.
(3) As n tends to infinity, Ai(w) converge to independent Poisson random variables

with parameters (1/i).

Proof If w ∈ Sn is to fix a k-set, the cycles of w must be grouped to partition k. The
expression for Fk just counts the distinct ways to do this. See the examples below.
This proves part 1. The rank of Sn acting on k-sets is k + 1, proving part 2.

The joint limiting distribution of the Ai is a classical result due to Goncharov
[41]. In fact, letting X1,X2, · · · ,Xk be independent Poisson random variables with
parameters 1, 1

2 , · · · , 1
k

, one has from [28] that for all n ≥∑k
i=1 ibi ,

E

(
k∏

i=1

Ai(w)bi

)

=
k∏

i=1

E(X
bi

i ).

Part 3 now follows from the classical method of moments. For total variation bounds
see [2]. �

Examples. Throughout, let X1,X2, . . . ,Xk be independent Poisson random vari-
ables with parameters 1, 1

2 , 1
3 , . . . , 1

k
respectively. This means that

P (X1 = n1, · · · ,Xk = nk) =
k∏

i=1

e−1/i

ini ni ! .

k = 1: This is the usual action of Sn on {1,2, . . . , n} and Theorem 4.1 yields (1.1)
of the introduction: In particular, for derangements

P(F1(w) = 0) → 1/e =̇ .36788.

k = 2: Here F2(w) = (A1(w)
2

)+ A2(w) and Theorem 4.1 says that

P(F2(w) = j) → P
((

X1
2

)+ X2 = j
)

where X1 is Poisson with parameter 1 and

X2 is Poisson with parameter 1
2 .
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In particular

P(F2(w) = 0) → 2

e3/2
=̇ .44626.

k = 3: Here F3(w) = (A1(w)
3

)+ A1(w)A2(w) + A3(w) and

P(F3(w) = j) → P

((
X1

3

)

+ X1X2 + X3 = j

)

.

In particular

P(F3(w) = 0) → 1

e4/3
(1 + 3

2
e−1/2) =̇ .50342.

We make the following conjecture, which has also been independently stated as a
problem by Cameron [16].

Conjecture: limn→∞ P(Fk(w) = 0) is increasing in k.

Using Theorem 4.1, one can prove the following result which improves, in this
context, the upper bound given in Theorem 3.1.

Proposition 4.2

lim
n→∞P(Fk(w) = 0) ≤ 1 − log(k)

k
+ O

(
1

k

)

.

Proof Clearly

P(Fk(w) > 0) ≥ P

⎛

⎜
⎝

 k−1
2 �⋃

j=1

(Ak−j > 0 and Aj > 0)

⎞

⎟
⎠

= 1 − P

⎛

⎜
⎝

 k−1
2 �⋂

j=1

(Ak−j > 0 and Aj > 0)

⎞

⎟
⎠ .

By Theorem 4.1, this converges to

1 −
 k−1

2 �∏

j=1

[
1 − (1 − e−1/j )(1 − e−1/(k−j))

]
.

Let aj = (1 − e−1/j ). Write the general term in the product as elog(1−aj ak−j ). Expand
the log to −ajak−j + O

(
(aj ak−j )

2
)
. Writing aj = 1

j
+ O( 1

j2 ) and multiplying out,
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we must sum

 k−1
2 �∑

j=1

1

j

1

k − j
,

 k−1
2 �∑

j=1

1

j2

1

k − j
,

 k−1
2 �∑

j=1

1

(k − j)2

1

k
,

 k−1
2 �∑

j=1

1

(k − j)2

1

j2
.

Writing 1
j

1
k−j

= 1
k

(
1
j

+ 1
k−j

)
, the first sum is log(k)

k
+ O

(
1
k

)
. The second sum is

O
(

1
k

)
, the third sum is O

(
log(k)

k2

)
and the fourth is O

(
1
k2

)
. Thus −ajak−j summed

over 1 ≤ j ≤ (k − 1)/2 is − log(k)
k

+ O
(

1
k

)
. The sum of (aj ak−j )

2 is of lower order

by similar arguments. In all, the lower bound on limn→∞ P(Fk(w) > 0) is

1 − e
− log(k)

k
+O
(

1
k

)

= log(k)

k
+ O

(
1

k

)

. �

To close this section, we give a combinatorial interpretation for the moments of the
numbers Fk(w) of Theorem 4.1 above. This involves the “top k to random” shuffle,
which removes k cards from the top of the deck, and randomly riffles them with the
other n-k cards (choosing one of the

(
n
k

)
possible interleavings uniformly at random).

Note that the top k to random shuffle is the inverse of the move k to front shuffle,
which picks k cards at random and moves them (cards higher up in the deck remaining
higher) to the front of the deck.

Proposition 4.3

(1) The eigenvalues of the top k to random shuffle are the numbers
{

Fk(w)

(n
k)

}
, where

w ranges over Sn.
(2) For all values of n, k, r , the r th moment of the distribution of fixed k-sets is equal

to
(
n
k

)r
multiplied by the chance that the top k to random shuffle is at the identity

after r steps.

Proof Let M be the transition matrix of the top k to random shuffle; this matrix is
of order n! with states the possible orderings of the deck. By the sentence before
the proof, the transition matrix of the move k to front shuffle is the transpose of M .
Hence it has the same eigenvalues. The move k to front shuffle is a special case of the
theory of random walk on chambers of hyperplane arrangements developed in [10].
The arrangement is the braid arrangement and one assigns weight 1

(n
k)

to each of the

block ordered partitions where the first block has size k and the second block has
size n − k. The result now follows from Corollary 2.2 of [10], which determined the
eigenvalues of such hyperplane walks.

For the second assertion, note that T r(Mr) (the trace of Mr ) is equal to n! multi-
plied by the chance that the top k to random shuffle is at the identity after r steps. The
first part gives that

T r(Mr) =
∑

w∈Sn

(
Fk(w)
(
n
k

)

)r

,
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which implies the result. �

As an example of part 2 of Proposition 4.3, the chance of being at the identity
after 1 step is 1

(n
k)

and the chance of being at the identity after 2 steps is k+1

(n
k)

2 , giving

another proof that E(Fk(w)) = 1 and E(F 2
k (w)) = k + 1.

Remark

(1) As in the proof of Proposition 4.1, the moments of Fk(w) can be expressed ex-
actly in terms of the moments of Poisson random variables, provided that n is
sufficiently large.

(2) There is a random walk on the irreducible representations of Sn which has the
same eigenvalues as the top k to random walk, but with different multiplicities.
Unlike the top k to random walk, this walk is reversible with respect to its sta-
tionary distribution, so that spectral techniques (and hence information about the
distribution of fixed points) can be used to analyze its convergence rate. For de-
tails, applications, and a generalization to other actions, see [34, 35].

5 Fixed points on matchings

Let M2n be the set of perfect matchings on 2n points. Thus, if 2n = 4,M2n =
{(1,2)(3,4), (1,3)(2,4), (1,4)(2,3)}. It is well known that

|M2n| = (2n − 1)!! = (2n − 1)(2n − 3) · · · (3)(1).

The literature on perfect matchings is enormous. See Lovász and Plummer [56] for
a book length treatment. Connections with phylogenetic trees and further references
are in [25, 26]. As explained above, the symmetric group S2n acts primitively on M2n.
Results of Luczak and Pyber [57] imply that, in this action, almost every permutation
is a derangement. In this section we give sharp asymptotic rates for this last result.
We show that the proportion of derangements in S2n acting on M2n is

1 − A(1)√
πn

+ o

(
1√
n

)

, A(1) =
∞∏

i=1

cosh(1/(2i − 1)). (5.1)

Similar asymptotics are given for the proportion of permutations in S2n acting on
M2n with j > 0 fixed points. This is zero if j is even. For odd j , it is

C(j)B(1)√
πn

+ o

(
1√
n

)

, B(1) =
∞∏

i=1

(

1 + 1

2i

)

e−1/2i (5.2)

and C(j) explicit rational numbers. In particular

C(1) = 3

2
, C(3) = 1

4
, C(5) = 27

400
, C(7) = 127

2352
. (5.3)
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The argument proceeds by finding explicit closed forms for generating functions
followed by standard asymptotics. It is well known that the rank of this action is p(n),
the number of partitions of n. Thus (5.1) is a big improvement over the upper bound
given in Theorem 3.1.

For w ∈ S2n, let Ai(w) be the number of i-cycles in the cycle decomposition. Let
F(w) be the number of fixed points of w acting on M2n. The following proposition
determines F(w) in terms of Ai(w), 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n.

Proposition 5.4 The number of fixed points, F(w) of w ∈ S2n on M2n is

F(w) =
2n∏

i=1

Fi(Ai(w))

with

F2i−1(a) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1 if a = 0

0 if a is odd

(a − 1)!!(2i − 1)a/2 if a > 0 is even

F2i (a) = 1 +
a/2�∑

k=1

(2k − 1)!!
(

a

2k

)

(2i)k

In particular,

F(w) �= 0 if and only if A2i−1(w) is even for all i (5.4)

F(w) does not take on non-zero even values. (5.5)

Proof Consider first the cycles of w of length 2i − 1. If A2i−1(w) is even, the cycles
may be matched in pairs, then each pair of length 2i − 1 can be broken into matched
two element subsets by first pairing the lowest element among the numbers with any
of the 2i −1 numbers in the second cycle. The rest is determined by cyclic action. For
example, if the two three-cycles (123)(456) appear, the matched pairs (14)(25)(36)

are fixed, so are (15)(26)(34) or (16)(24)(35). Thus F3(2) = 3. If A2i−1(w) is odd,
some element cannot be matched and F2i−1(A2i−1(w)) = 0.

Consider next the cycles of w of length 2i. Now, there are two ways to create parts
of a fixed perfect matching. First, some of these cycles can be paired and, for each
pair, the previous construction can be used. Second, for each unpaired cycle, elements
i apart can be paired. For example, from (1234) the pairing (13)(24) may be formed.
The sum in F2i (a) simply enumerates by partial matchings.

To see that F(w) cannot take on non-zero even values, observe that F2i−1(a) and
F2i (a) only take on odd values if they are non-zero. �

Let P2n(j) = |{w∈S2n:F(w)=j}|
2n! . For j ≥ 1, let gj (t) = ∑∞

n=0 t2nP2n(j) and let
ḡ0(t) =∑∞

n=0 t2n(1 − P2n(0)).
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Proposition 5.7

ḡ0(t) =

∞∏

i=1

cosh(t2i−1/(2i − 1))

√
1 − t2

for 0 < t < 1.

Proof From Proposition 5.4, w ∈ S2n has F(w) �= 0 if and only if A2i−1(w) is even
for all i. From Shepp-Lloyd [66], if N is chosen in {0,1,2, . . .} with

P(N = n) = (1 − t)tn

and then w is chosen uniformly in SN , the Ai(w) are independent Poisson random
variables with parameter t i/i respectively. If X is Poisson with parameter λ, P (X is

even) = ( 1
2 + e−2λ

2 ). It follows that

∞∑

n=0

(1 − t)t2n(1 − P2n(0)) =
∞∏

i=1

(
1 + e−2t2i−1/(2i−1)

2

)

=
∞∏

i=1

e−t2i−1/(2i−1)
∞∏

i=1

cosh

(
t2i−1

(2i − 1)

)

=
√

1 − t

1 + t

∞∏

i=1

cosh(t2i−1/(2i − 1)).
�

Corollary 5.8 As n tends to infinity,

1 − P2n(0) ∼

∞∏

i=1

cosh(1/(2i − 1))

√
πn

.

Proof By Proposition 5.7, 1 − P2n(0) is the coefficient of tn in

∏∞
i=1 cosh(t(2i−1)/2/(2i − 1))√

1 − t
.

It is straightforward to check that the numerator is analytic near t = 1, so the result
follows from Darboux’s theorem ([61], Theorem 11.7). �

Proposition 5.4 implies that for j �= 0, the event F(w) = j is contained in the
event {A2i−1(w) is even for all i and A2i (w) ∈ {0,1} for 2i > j}. This is evidently
complicated for large j .

We prove
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Proposition 5.9 For positive odd j ,

gj (t) =
Pj (t)

∞∏

i=1

(
1 + t2i

2i

)
e−t2i /2i

√
1 − t2

for Pj (t) an explicit rational function in t with positive rational coefficients. In par-
ticular,

P1(t) =
(

1 + t2

2

)

,P3(t) =
(

t4

6
+ t6

18
+ t8

36

)

P5(t) =
1
2

(
1 + t2

2

)(
t2

4

)2

1 + t4

4

+ 1

2

(

1 + t2

2

)(
t5

5

)2

P7(t) =
1
2

(
1 + t2

2

)

1 + t6

6

( t6

6

)2 + 1

6

( t2

2

)3 + 1

2

(

1 + t2

2

)(
t7

7

)2

.

Proof Consider first the case of j = 1. From Proposition 5.4, F(w) = 1 if and
only if A2i−1(w) = 0 for i ≥ 2, A1(w) ∈ {0,2} and A2i (w) ∈ {0,1} for all i ≥ 1.
For example, if 2n = 10 and w = (1)(2)(345678910), the unique fixed matching is
(1 2)(3 7)(4 8)(5 9)(6 10). From the cycle index argument used in Proposition 5.7,

∞∑

n=0

(1 − t)t2nP2n(F (w) = 1)

= e−t
(

1 + t2

2

) ∞∏

i=2

e−t2i−1/(2i−1)
∞∏

i=1

e−t2i /2i
(

1 + t2i

2i

)

= (1 − t)
(

1 + t2

2

) ∞∏

i=1

(
1 + t2i

2i

)

=
(1 − t)

(
1 + t2

2

) ∞∏

i=1

(
1 + t2i

2i

)
e−t2i /2i

√
1 − t2

.

The arguments for the other parts are similar. In particular, F(w) = 3 iff one of
the following holds:

• A1(w) = 4, all A2i−1(w) = 0 i ≥ 2, all A2i (w) ∈ {0,1}
• A1(w) ∈ {0,2}, A2(w) = 2, all A2i−1(w) = 0 and A2i (w) ∈ {0,1} i ≥ 2
• A1(w) ∈ {0,2}, A3(w) = 2,A2i−1(w) = 0 i ≥ 3, A2i (w) ∈ {0,1}
Similarly, F(w) = 5 iff one of the following holds:
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• A4(w) = 2, A1(w) ∈ {0,2},A2i−1(w) = 0,A2i (w) ∈ {0,1} else
• A5(w) = 2,A1(w) ∈ {0,2},A2i−1(w) = 0, A2i (w) ∈ {0,1} else

Finally, F(w) = 7 iff one of the following holds:

• A1(w) ∈ {0,2}, A6(w) = 2 or A2(w) = 3,A2i−1(w) = 0,A2i (w) ∈ {0,1} else
• A7(w) = 2,A1(w) ∈ {0,2},A2i−1(w) = 0, A2i (w) ∈ {0,1} else

Further details are omitted. �

The asymptotics in (5.2) follow from Proposition 5.9, by the same method used to
prove (5.1) in Corollary 5.8.

6 More imprimitive subgroups

Section 5 studied fixed points on matchings, or equivalently fixed points of S2n on
the left cosets of S2 	 Sn. This section uses a quite different approach to study de-
rangements of San on the left cosets of Sa 	 Sn, where a ≥ 2 is constant. It is proved
that the proportion of elements of San which fix at least one left coset of Sa 	 Sn (or
equivalently are conjugate to an element of Sa 	 Sn or equivalently fix a system of n

blocks of size a) is at most the coefficient of un in

exp

⎛

⎝
∑

k≥1

uk

a! (
1

k
)(

1

k
+ 1) · · · (1

k
+ a − 1)

⎞

⎠ ,

and that this coefficient is asymptotic to Can
1
a
−1 as n → ∞, where Ca is an ex-

plicit constant depending on a (defined in Theorem 6.3 below). In the special case

of matchings (a = 2), this becomes eπ2/12√
πn

, which is extremely close to the true as-
ymptotics obtained in Section 5. Moreover, this generating function will be crucially
applied when we sharpen a result of Luczak and Pyber in Section 7.

The method of proof is straightforward. Clearly the number of permutations in
San conjugate to an element of Sa 	 Sn is upper bounded by the sum over conjugacy
classes C of Sa 	 Sn of the size of the San conjugacy class of C. Unfortunately this
upper bound is hard to compute, but we show it to be smaller than something which
can be exactly computed as a coefficient in a generating function. This will prove the
result.

From Section 4.2 of [47], there is the following useful description of conjugacy
classes of G 	Sn where G is a finite group. The classes correspond to matrices M with
natural number entries Mi,k , rows indexed by the conjugacy classes of G, columns
indexed by the numbers 1,2, · · · , n, and satisfying the condition that

∑
i,k kMi,k = n.

More precisely, given an element (g1, · · · , gn;π) in G 	Sn, for each k-cycle of π one
multiplies the g’s whose subscripts are the elements of the cycle in the order specified
by the cycle. Taking the conjugacy class in G of the resulting product contributes 1
to the matrix entry whose row corresponds to this conjugacy class in G and whose
column is k.
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The remainder of this section specializes to G = Sa . Since conjugacy classes of
Sa correspond to partitions λ of a, the matrix entries are denoted by Mλ,k . We write
|λ| = a if λ is a partition of a. Given a partition λ, let ni(λ) denote the number of
parts of size i of λ.

Proposition 6.1 Let the conjugacy class C of Sa 	Sn correspond to the matrix (Mλ,k)

where λ is a partition of a. Then the proportion of elements of San conjugate to an
element of C is at most

1
∏

k

∏
|λ|=a Mλ,k![∏i (ik)ni (λ)ni(λ)!]Mλ,k

.

Proof Observe that the number of cycles of length j of an element of C is equal to

∑

k|j

∑

|λ|=a

Mλ,knj/k(λ).

To see this, note that Sa 	Sn can be viewed concretely as a permutation of an symbols
by letting it act on an array of n rows of length a, with Sa permuting within each row
and Sn permuting among the rows.

Hence by a well known formula for conjugacy class sizes in a symmetric group,
the proportion of elements of San conjugate to an element of C is equal to

1
∏

j j
∑

k|j
∑

|λ|=a Mλ,knj/k(λ)[∑k|j
∑

|λ|=a Mλ,knj/k(λ)]!

≤ 1
∏

j j
∑

k|j
∑

|λ|=a Mλ,knj/k(λ)∏
k|j
∏

|λ|=a Mλ,knj/k(λ)!

≤ 1
∏

j j
∑

k|j
∑

|λ|=a Mλ,knj/k(λ)∏
k|j
∏

|λ|=a[Mλ,k!nj/k(λ)!Mλ,k ]

= 1
∏

k

∏
|λ|=a Mλ,k![∏i (ik)ni (λ)ni(λ)!]Mλ,k

,

as desired. The first inequality uses the fact that (x1 + · · · + xn)! ≥ x1! · · ·xn!. The
second inequality uses that (xy)! ≥ x!y!x for x, y ≥ 1 integers, which is true since

(xy)! =
x∏

i=1

y−1∏

j=0

(i + jx) ≥
x∏

i=1

y−1∏

j=0

i(1 + j) = (x!)y(y!)x ≥ x!(y!)x .

The final equality used the change of variables i = j/k. �

To proceed further, the next lemma is useful.
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Lemma 6.2

∑

|λ|=a

1
∏

i (ik)ni (λ)ni(λ)! = ( 1
k
)( 1

k
+ 1) · · · ( 1

k
+ a − 1)

a! .

Proof Let c(π) denote the number of cycles of a permutation π . Since the number
of permutations in Sa with ni cycles of length i for each i is a!∏

i ini ni ! , the left hand

side is equal to

1

a!
∑

π∈Sa

k−c(π).

It is well known and easily proved by induction that
∑

π∈Sa

xc(π) = x(x + 1) · · · (x + a − 1).
�

Theorem 6.3 applies the preceding results to obtain a useful generating function.

Theorem 6.3

(1) The proportion of elements in San conjugate to an element of Sa 	 Sn is at most
the coefficient of un in

exp

⎛

⎝
∑

k≥1

uk

a! (
1

k
)(

1

k
+ 1) · · · (1

k
+ a − 1)

⎞

⎠ .

(2) For a fixed and n → ∞, the coefficient of un in this generating function is as-
ymptotic to

e
∑a

r=2 p(a,r)ζ(r)


(1/a)
n

1
a
−1

where p(a, r) is the proportion of permutations in Sa with exactly r cycles, ζ is
the Riemann zeta function, and 
 is the gamma function.

Proof Proposition 6.1 implies that the sought proportion is at most the coefficient of
un in

∏

k

∏

|λ|=a

∑

Mλ,k≥0

ukMλ,k

Mλ,k![(ik)ni (λ)ni(λ)!]Mλ,k

=
∏

k

∏

|λ|=a

exp

(
uk

(ik)ni (λ)ni(λ)!
)

=
∏

k

exp

⎛

⎝
∑

|λ|=a

uk

(ik)ni (λ)ni(λ)!

⎞

⎠
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= exp

⎛

⎝
∑

k≥1

uk

a! (
1

k
)(

1

k
+ 1) · · · (1

k
+ a − 1)

⎞

⎠ .

The last equality used Lemma 6.2.
For the second assertion, one uses Darboux’s lemma (see [61] for an exposition),

which gives the asymptotics of functions of the form (1 − u)αg(u) where g(u) is
analytic near 1, g(1) �= 0, and α �∈ {0,1,2, · · · }. More precisely it gives that the coef-
ficient of un in (1 − u)αg(u) is asymptotic to g(1)


(−α)
n−α−1. By Lemma 6.2,

exp

⎛

⎝
∑

k≥1

uk

a! (
1

k
)(

1

k
+ 1) · · · (1

k
+ a − 1)

⎞

⎠

= exp

⎛

⎝
∑

k≥1

uk

ak
+
∑

k≥1

uk
a∑

r=2

p(a, r)k−r

⎞

⎠

= (1 − u)−
1
a · exp

⎛

⎝
a∑

r=2

p(a, r)
∑

k≥1

uk

kr

⎞

⎠ .

Taking g(u) = exp
(∑a

r=2 p(a, r)
∑

k≥1
uk

kr

)
proves the result. �

Remark The upper bound in Theorem 6.3 is not perfect. In fact when n = 2, it does
not approach 0 as a → ∞, whereas the true answer must by Theorem 3.4. However
by part 2 of Theorem 6.3, the bound is useful for a fixed and n growing, and it will
be crucially applied in Section 7 when a = n are both growing.

7 Primitive subgroups

A main goal of this section is to prove that the proportion of elements of Sn which be-
long to a primitive subgroup not containing An is at most O(n−2/3+α) for any α > 0.
This improves on the bound O(n−1/2+α) in [57], which was used in proving Theo-
rem 3.3 in Section 2. We conjecture that this can in fact be replaced by O(n−1) (and
the examples with n = (qd − 1)/(q − 1) with the subgroup containing PGL(d, q) or
n = pd with subgroup AGL(d,p) show that in general one can do no better).

The minimal degree of a permutation group is defined as the least number of points
moved by a nontrivial element. The first step is to classify the degree n primitive
permutation groups with minimal degree at most n2/3. We note that Babai [6] gave
an elegant proof (not requiring the classification of finite simple groups) that there
are no primitive permutation groups of degree n other than An or Sn with minimal
degree at most n1/2.

Theorem 7.1 Let G be a primitive permutation group of degree n. Assume that there
is a nontrivial g ∈ G moving fewer than n2/3 points. Then one of the following holds:
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(1) G = An or Sn;
(2) G = Sm or Am with m ≥ 5 and n = (m2

)
(acting on subsets of size 2) ; or

(3) Am ×Am < G ≤ Sm 	S2 with m ≥ 4 and n = m2 (preserving a product structure).

If there is a nontrivial g ∈ G moving fewer than n1/2 points, then G = An or Sn.

Proof First note that the minimal degree in (2) is 2(m − 2) and in (3) is 2n1/2. In
particular, aside from (1), we always have the minimal degree is at least n1/2. Thus,
the last statement follows from the first part.

It follows by the main result of [45] that if there is a g ∈ G moving fewer than n/2
points, then one the following holds:

(a) G is almost simple with socle (the subgroup generated by the minimal normal
subgroups) Am and n = (m

k

)
with the action on subsets of size k < m/2;

(b) n = mt , with t > 1, m ≥ 5, G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N =
L1 × . . . × Lt with t > 1 and Li

∼= L, a non-Abelian simple group; moreover G

preserves a product structure – i.e. if � = {1, . . . , n}, then as G-sets, � ∼= Xt where
m = |X|, G ≤ Sm 	 St acts on Xt by acting on each coordinate and permuting the
coordinates.

Note that n/2 ≥ n2/3 as long as n ≥ 8. If n < 8, then G contains an element
moving at most 3 points, i.e. either a transposition or a 3 cycle, and so contains An

(Theorem 3.3A in [31]).
Consider (a) above. If k = 1, then (1) holds. If 3 ≤ k < m/2, then it is an easy

exercise to see that the element of Sm moving the fewest k-sets is a transposition. The
number of k-sets moved is 2

(
m−2
k−1

)
. We claim that this is greater than n2/3. Indeed, the

sought inequality is equivalent to checking that 2k(m−k)
m(m−1)

>
(
m
k

)−1/3. The worst case is
clearly k = 3, which is checked by taking cubes. This settles the case 3 ≤ k < m/2,
and if k = 2, we are in case (2).

Now consider (b) above. Suppose that t ≥ 3. Then if g ∈ Sm × · · · × Sm is non-
trivial, it moves at least 2mt−1 > n2/3 many points. If g ∈ Sm 	 St and is not in
Sm × · · · × Sm, then up to conjugacy we may write g = (g1, · · · , gt ;σ) where say
σ has an orbit {1, . . . , s} with s > 1. Viewing our set as A × B with A being the first
s coordinates, we see that g fixes at most m points on A (since there is at most one
g fixed point with a given coordinate) and so on the whole space, g fixes at most
mt−s+1 ≤ mt−1 points and so moves at least mt − mt−1 points. Since t ≥ 3, this is
greater than n2/3. Summarizing, we have shown that in case (b), t ≥ 3 leads to a
contradiction.

So finally consider (b) with t = 2. We claim that L must be Am. Enlarging the
group slightly, we may assume that G = S 	S2 where L ≤ S ≤ Aut(L) and S is prim-
itive of degree m. If g /∈ S × S, then arguing as in the t = 3 case shows that g moves
at least m2 − m points. This is greater than m4/3 = n2/3 since m ≥ 5, a contradic-
tion. So write g = (g1, g2) ∈ S × S with say g1 �= 1. If g1 moves at least d points,
then g moves at least dm points. This is greater than n2/3 unless d ≤ m1/3. Arguing
inductively (with n replaced by m in the theorem we are proving), this implies that
L = Am, whence (1) holds. �

Next, we focus on Case 2 of Theorem 7.1.
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Lemma 7.2 Let Sm be viewed as a subgroup of S(m
2)

using its action on 2-sets of
{1, · · · ,m}. For w ∈ Sm, let Ai(w) denote the number of cycles of w of length i in
its usual action on {1, · · · ,m}. The total number of orbits of w on 2-sets {j, k} of
symbols which are in a common cycle of w is

m

2
−
∑

i odd

Ai(w)

2
.

Proof First suppose that w is a single cycle of length i ≥ 2. If i is odd, then all orbits
of w on pairs of symbols in the i-cycle have length i, so the total number of orbits

is (i
2)
i

= i−1
2 . If i is even, there is 1 orbit of size i

2 and all other orbits have size i,
giving a total of i

2 orbits. Hence for general w, the total number of orbits on pairs of
symbols in a common cycle of w is

∑

i odd
i≥3

Ai(w)
i − 1

2
+
∑

i even

Ai(w)
i

2
=
∑

i odd
i≥1

Ai(w)
i − 1

2
+
∑

i even

Ai(w)
i

2

= m

2
−
∑

i odd

Ai(w)

2
.

�

Theorem 7.3 Let Sm be viewed as a subgroup of Sn with n = (m2
)

using its action on
2-sets of {1, · · · ,m}. Then the proportion of elements of Sn contained in a conjugate

of Sm is at most O
(

log(n)
n

)
.

Proof We claim that any element w of Sm has at least m
12 cycles when viewed as an

element of Sn. Indeed, if A1(w) > m
2 , then w fixes at least m(m−1)

8 ≥ m
12 two-sets.

So we suppose that A1(w) ≤ m
2 . Clearly

∑
i≥3 odd Ai(w) ≤ m

3 . Thus Lemma 7.2
implies that w has at least m

2 − m
4 − m

6 = m
12 cycles as an element of Sn. The number

of cycles of a random element of Sn has mean and variance asymptotic to log(n) ∼
2 log(m) (and is in fact asymptotically normal) [41]. Thus by Chebyshev’s inequality,

the proportion of elements in Sm with at least m
12 cycles is O

(
log(m)

m2

)
= O

(
log(n)

n

)
,

as desired. �

To analyze Case 3 of Theorem 7.1, the following bound, based on the generating
function from Section 6, will be needed.

Proposition 7.4 The proportion of elements in Sm2 which fix a system of m blocks of
size m is O(n−3/4+α) for any α > 0.

Proof By Theorem 6.3, the proportion in question is at most the coefficient of um in

exp

⎛

⎝
∑

k≥1

uk

mk
(1 + 1

k
)(1 + 1

2k
) · · · (1 + 1

(m − 1)k
)

⎞

⎠ .
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If f (u) and g(u) are power series in u, we write f (u) << g(u) if the coefficient of
un in f (u) is less than or equal to the corresponding coefficient in g(u), for all n.
Since log(1 + x) ≤ x for 0 < x < 1, one has that

log

(
m−1∏

i=1

(1 + 1

ik
)

)

≤
m−1∑

i=1

1

ki
≤ 1

k
(1 + log(m − 1)).

Thus

exp

⎛

⎝
∑

k≥1

uk

mk
(1 + 1

k
)(1 + 1

2k
) · · · (1 + 1

(m − 1)k
)

⎞

⎠

<< exp

⎛

⎝
∑

k≥1

uk

mk
e1/k(m − 1)1/k

⎞

⎠

<< eue exp

⎛

⎝
∑

k≥2

uk

k

√
e

m

⎞

⎠

<< eue exp

⎛

⎝
∑

k≥1

uk

k

√
e

m

⎞

⎠

= eue(1 − u)−
√

e
m .

The coefficient of ui in (1 − u)−
√

e
m is

1

i!
√

e

m

i−1∏

j=1

(

√
e

m
+ j − 1) = 1

i

√
e

m

i−1∏

j=1

(1 + 1

j

√
e

m
).

Since

log

⎛

⎝
i−1∏

j=1

(1 + 1

j

√
e

m
)

⎞

⎠≤
i−1∑

j=1

1

j

√
e

m
≤
√

e

m
(1 + log(i − 1)),

it follows that

i−1∏

j=1

(1 + 1

j

√
e

m
) ≤ [e(i − 1)]

√
e
m .

This is at most a universal constant A if 0 ≤ i ≤ m. Thus the coefficient of um in
eue(1 − u)−

√
e
m is at most

em

m! + A

√
e

m

m∑

i=1

1

i

em−i

(m − i)! .
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By Stirling’s formula [33], m! > mme−m+1/(12m+1)
√

2πm, which implies that the
first term is very small for large m. To bound the sum, consider the terms for
i ≥ m1−α , where 0 < α < 1. These contribute at most Bmα

m3/2 for a universal constant
B . The contribution of the other terms is negligible in comparison, by Stirling’s for-
mula. Summarizing, the contribution of the sum is O(m−3/2+α) = O(n−3/4+α/2), as
desired. �

The following theorem gives a bound for Case 3 of Theorem 7.1.

Theorem 7.5 Let Sm 	 S2 be viewed as a subgroup of Sn with n = m2 using its ac-
tion on the Cartesian product {1, · · · ,m}2. Then the proportion of elements of Sn

conjugate to an element of Sm 	 S2 is O(n−3/4+α) for any α > 0.

Proof Consider elements of Sm 	 S2 of the form (w1,w2; id). These all fix m blocks
of size m in the action on {1, · · · ,m}2; the blocks consist of points with a given first
coordinate. By Proposition 7.4, the proportion of elements of Sn conjugate to some
(w1,w2; id) is O(n−3/4+α) for any α > 0.

Next, consider an element of Sm 	 S2 of the form σ = (w1,w2; (12)). Then σ 2 =
(w1w2,w2w1; id). Note that w1w2 and w2w1 are conjugate in Sm, and let Ai denote
their common number of i-cycles. Observe that if x is in an i-cycle of w1w2, and
y is in an i-cycle of w2w1, then (x, y) ∈ � is in an orbit of σ 2 of size i. Hence the

total number of orbits of σ 2 of size i is at least (iAi)
2

i
≥ iAi . Thus the total number

of orbits of σ 2 on � is at least
∑

i iAi = m. Hence the total number of orbits of σ

is at least m
2 . Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 7.3, it follows that the proportion

of elements of Sn conjugate to an element of the form σ is O
(

log(n)
n

)
, and so is

O(n−3/4+α) for any α > 0. �

Now the main result of this section can be proved.

Theorem 7.6 The proportion of elements of Sn which belong to a primitive subgroup
not containing An is at most O(n−2/3+α) for any α > 0.

Proof Fix α > 0. By Bovey [13], the proportion of elements w of Sn such that 〈w〉
has minimum degree greater than n2/3 is O(n−2/3+α). Thus the proportion of w ∈ Sn

which lie in a primitive permutation group having minimal degree greater than n2/3 is
O(n−2/3+α). The only primitive permutation groups of degree n with minimal degree
≤ n2/3, and not containing An are given by Cases 2 and 3 of Theorem 7.1. Theorems
7.3 and 7.5 imply that the proportion of w lying in the union of all such subgroups is
O(n−2/3+α), so the result follows. �

A trivial corollary to the theorem is that this holds for An as well.

Remark The actions of the symmetric group studied in this section embed the
group as a subgroup of various larger symmetric groups. Any such embedding can
be thought of as a code in the larger symmetric group. Such codes may be used for
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approximating sums of various functions over the larger symmetric group via a sum
over the smaller symmetric group. Our results can be interpreted as giving examples
of functions where the approximation is not particularly accurate. For example, the
proof of Theorem 7.3 shows this to be the case when Sm is viewed as a subgroup of
Sn,n = (m2

)
using the actions on 2-sets, and the function is the number of cycles.

8 Related results and applications

There are numerous applications of the distribution of fixed points and derangements.
Subsection 8.1 mentions some motivation from number theory. Subsection 8.2 dis-
cusses some literature on the proportion of derangements and an analog of the main
result of our paper for finite classical groups. Subsection 8.3 discusses fixed point ra-
tios, emphasizing the application to random generation. Subsection 8.4 collects some
miscellany about fixed points and derangements, including algorithmic issues and
appearances in algebraic combinatorics.

While this section does cover many topics, the survey is by no means comprehen-
sive. Some splendid presentations of several other topics related to derangements are
Serre [63], Cameron’s lecture notes [16] and Section 6.6 of [15]. For the connections
with permutations with restricted positions and rook polynomials see [67, 2.3, 2.4].

8.1 Motivation from number theory

We describe two number theoretic applications of derangements which can be re-
garded as motivation for their study:

(1) Zeros of polynomials Let h(T ) be a polynomial with integer coefficients which
is irreducible over the integers. Let π(x) be the number of primes ≤ x and let πh(x)

be the number of primes ≤ x for which h has no zeros mod p. It follows from Cheb-
otarev’s density theorem (see [52] for history and a proof sketch), that limx→∞ πh(x)

π(x)

is equal to the proportion of derangements in the Galois group G of h(T ) (viewed
as permutation of the roots of h(T )). Several detailed examples are worked out in
Serre’s survey [63].

In addition, there are applications such as the number field sieve for factoring inte-
gers (Section 9 of [14]), where it is important to understand the proportion of primes
for which h has no zeros mod p. This motivated Lenstra (1990) to pose the question
of finding a good lower bound for the proportion of derangements of a transitive per-
mutation group acting on a set of n letters with n ≥ 2. Results on this question are
described in Subsection 8.2.

(2) The value problem Let Fq be a finite field of size q with characteristic p and
let f (T ) be a polynomial of degree n > 1 in Fq [T ] which is not a polynomial in
T p . The arithmetic question raised by Chowla [19] is to estimate the number Vf of
distinct values taken by f (T ) as T runs over Fq .

There is an asymptotic formula for Vf in terms of certain Galois groups and de-
rangements. More precisely, let G be the Galois group of f (T ) − t = 0 over Fq(t)
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and let N be the Galois group of f (T ) − t = 0 over Fq(t), where Fq is an algebraic
closure of Fq (we are viewing f (T ) − t as a polynomial with variable T with coef-
ficients in Fq(t)). Both groups act transitively on the n roots of f (T ) − t = 0. The
geometric monodromy group N is a normal subgroup of the arithmetic monodromy
group G. The quotient group G/N is a cyclic group (possibly trivial).

Theorem 8.1 ([20]) Let xN be the coset which is the Frobenius generator of the
cyclic group G/N . The Chebotarev density theorem for function fields yields the fol-
lowing asymptotic formula:

Vf =
(

1 − |S0|
|N |
)

q + O(
√

q)

where S0 is the set of group elements in the coset xN which act as derangements on
the set of roots of f (T ) − t = 0. The constant in the above error term depends only
on n, not on q .

As an example, let f (T ) = T r with r prime and different from p (the character-
istic of the base field Fq ). The Galois closure of Fq(T )/Fq(T r) is Fq(μ,T ) where
μ is a nontrivial r th root of 1. Thus N is cyclic of order r and G/N is isomorphic
to the Galois group of Fq(μ)/Fq . The permutation action is of degree r . If G = N ,
then every non-trivial element is a derangement and so the image of f has order
roughly q

r
+ O(

√
q). If G �= N , then G is a Frobenius group and every fixed point

free element is contained in N . Indeed, since in this case (r, q − 1) = 1, we see that
T r is bijective on Fq . For further examples, see Guralnick-Wan [46] and references
therein. Using work on derangements, they prove that if the degree of f is relatively
prime to the characteristic p, then either f is bijective or Vf ≤ 5q

6 + O(
√

q).

8.2 Proportion of derangements and Shalev’s conjecture

Let G be a finite permutation group acting transitively on a set X of size n > 1.
Subsection 8.1 motivated the study of δ(G,X), the proportion of derangements of
G acting on X. We describe some results on this question, focusing particularly on
lower bounds and analogs of our main results for classical groups.

Perhaps the earliest such result is due to Jordan [48], who showed that δ(G,X) >

0. Cameron and Cohen [17] proved that δ(G,X) ≥ 1/n with equality if and only if
G is a Frobenius group of order n(n− 1), where n is a prime power ([3, p. 193] gives
background on Frobenius groups). For further discussion, including a topological
application of Jordan’s theorem, see [63].

Based on extensive computations, it was asked in [12] whether there is a univer-
sal constant δ > 0 (which they speculate may be optimally chosen as 2

7 ) such that
δ(G,X) > δ for all finite simple groups G. The existence of such a δ > 0 was also
conjectured by Shalev.

Shalev’s conjecture was proved by Fulman and Guralnick in the series of papers
[36–38]. We do not attempt to sketch a proof of Shalev’s conjecture here, but make a
few remarks:
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(1) One can assume that the action of G on X is primitive, for if f : Y �→ X is a
surjection of G-sets, then δ(G,Y ) ≥ δ(G,X).

(2) By Jordan’s theorem [48] that δ(G,X) > 0, the proof of Shalev’s conjecture is an
asymptotic result: we only need to show that there exists a δ > 0 such that for any
sequence Gi,Xi with |Xi | → ∞, one has that δ(Gi,Xi) > δ for all sufficiently
large i.

(3) When G is the alternating group, by Theorem 3.4, for all primitive actions of An

except the action on k-sets, the proportion of derangements tends to 1. For the
case of An on k-sets, one can give arguments similar to those Dixon [29], who
proved that the proportion of elements of Sn which are derangements on k-sets
is at least 1

3 .
(4) When G is a finite Chevalley group, the key is to study the set of regular semisim-

ple elements of G. Typically (there are some exceptions in the orthogonal cases)
this is the set of elements of G whose characteristic polynomial is square-free.
Now a regular semisimple element is contained in a unique maximal torus, and
there is a map from maximal tori to conjugacy classes of the Weyl group. This
allows one to relate derangements in G to derangements in the Weyl group. For
example, one concludes that the proportion of elements of GL(n,q) which are
regular semisimple and fix some k-space is at most the proportion of elements in
Sn which fix a k-set. For large q , algebraic group arguments show that nearly all
elements of GL(n,q) are regular semisimple, and for fixed q , one uses generat-
ing functions to uniformly bound the proportion of regular semisimple elements
away from 0.

To close this subsection, we note that the main result of this paper has an analog for
finite classical groups. The following result was stated in [36] and is proved in [37].

Theorem 8.2 Let Gi be a sequence of classical groups with the natural module
of dimension di . Let Xi be a Gi -orbit of either totally singular or nondegener-
ate subspaces (of the natural module) of dimension ki ≤ di/2. If ki → ∞, then
lim δ(Gi,Xi) = 1. If ki is a bounded sequence, then there exist 0 < δ1 < δ2 < 1 so
that δ1 < δ(Gi,Xi) < δ2.

This result applies to any subgroup between the classical group and its socle. Note
that in the case that Gi = PSL, we view all subspaces as being totally singular (note
that the totally singular spaces have parabolic subgroups as stabilizers). We also re-
mark that in characteristic 2, we consider the orthogonal group inside the symplectic
group as the stabilizer of a subspace (indeed, if we view Sp(2m,2e) = O(2m+1,2e),
then the orthogonal groups are stabilizers of nondegenerate hyperplanes).

In fact, Fulman and Guralnick prove an analog of the Luczak-Pyber result for
symmetric groups. This result was proved by Shalev [64] for PGL(d, q) with q

fixed.

Theorem 8.3 Let Gi be a sequence of simple classical groups with the natural mod-
ule Vi of dimension di with di → ∞. Let Hi be the union of all proper irreducible
subgroups (excluding orthogonal subgroups of the symplectic group in characteristic
2). Then limi→∞ |Hi |/|Gi | = 0.
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If the di are fixed, then this result is false. For example, if Gi = PSL(2, q) and H

is the normalizer of a maximal torus of G, then limq→∞ δ(G,G/H) = 1/2. However,
the analog of the previous theorem is proved in [36] if the rank of the Chevalley group
is fixed. In this case, we take Hi to be the union of maximal subgroups which do not
contain a maximal torus.

The example given above shows that the rank of the permutation action going
to ∞ does not imply that the proportion of derangements tends to 1. The results of
Fulman and Guralnick do show this is true if one considers simple Chevalley groups
over fields of bounded size.

8.3 Fixed point ratios

Previous sections of this paper have discussed f ix(x), the number of fixed points
of an element x of G on a set �. This subsection concerns the fixed point ratio
rf ix(x) = f ix(x)

|�| . We describe applications to random generation. For many other
applications (base size, Guralnick-Thompson conjecture, etc.), see the survey [65]. It
should also be mentioned that fixed point ratios are a special case of character ratios,
which have numerous applications to areas such as random walk [23] and number
theory [40].

Let P(G) denote the probability that two random elements of a finite group G

generate G. One of the first results concerning P(G) is due to Dixon [30], who proved
that limn→∞ P(An) = 1. The corresponding result for finite simple classical groups
is due to Kantor and Lubotzky [49]. The strategy adopted by Kantor and Lubotzky
was to first note that for any pair g,h ∈ G, one has that 〈g,h〉 �= G if and only if 〈g,h〉
is contained in a maximal subgroup M of G. Since P(g,h ∈ M) = (|M|/|G|)2, it
follows that

1 − P(G) ≤
∑

M

( |M|
|G|
)2

≤
∑

i

( |Mi |
|G|

)2( |G|
|Mi |

)

=
∑

i

|Mi |
|G| .

Here M denotes a maximal subgroup and {Mi} are representatives of conjugacy
classes of maximal subgroups. Roughly, to show that this sum is small, one can use
Aschbacher’s classification of maximal subgroups [4], together with Liebeck’s upper
bounds on sizes of maximal subgroups [53].

Now suppose that one wants to study Px(G), the chance that a fixed element x

and a random element g of G generate G. Then

1 − Px(G) = P(〈x,g〉 �= G) ≤
∑

M maximal
x∈M

P (g ∈ M) =
∑

M maximal
x∈M

|M|
|G| .

Here the sum is over maximal subgroups M containing x. Let {Mi} be a set of repre-
sentatives of maximal subgroups of G, and write M ∼ Mi if M is conjugate to Mi .
Then the above sum becomes

∑

i

|Mi |
|G|

∑

M∼Mi
x∈M

1.
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To proceed further we assume that G is simple. Then, letting NG(Mi) denote the
normalizer of Mi in G, one has that

g1Mig
−1
1 = g2Mig

−1
2 ↔ g−1

1 g2 ∈ NG(Mi) ↔ g−1
1 g2 ∈ Mi ↔ g1Mi = g2Mi.

In other words, there is a bijection between conjugates of Mi and left cosets of Mi .
Moreover, x ∈ gMig

−1 if and only if xgMi = gMi . Thus

|Mi |
|G|

∑

M∼Mi
x∈M

1 = rf ix(x,Mi).

Here rf ix(x,Mi) denotes the fixed point ratio of x on left cosets of Mi , that is the
proportion of left cosets of Mi fixed by x. Summarizing, Px(G) can be upper bounded
in terms of the quantities rf ix(x,Mi). This fact has been usefully applied in quite a
few papers (see [39, 43] and the references therein, for example).

8.4 Miscellany

This subsection collects some miscellaneous facts about fixed points and derange-
ments.

(1) Formulae for fixed points
We next state a well-known elementary proposition which gives different formulae

for the number of fixed points of an element in a group action.

Proposition 8.4 Let G be a finite group acting transitively on X. Let C be a conju-
gacy class of G and g in C. Let H be the stabilizer of a point in X.

(1) The number of fixed points of g on X is |C∩H |
|C| |X|.

(2) The fixed point ratio of g on X is |C∩H |
|C| .

(3) The number of fixed points of g on X is |CG(g)|∑i |CH (gi)|−1 where the gi are
representatives for the H classes of C ∩ H .

Proof Clearly (1) and (2) are equivalent. To prove (1), we determine the cardinality
of the set {(u, x) ∈ C × X|ux = x}. On the one hand, this set has size |C|f (g) where
f (g) is the number of fixed points of g. On the other hand, it is |X||C ∩ H |, whence
(1) holds.

For (3), note that |C| = |G|
|CG(g)| and |C ∩ H | =∑i

|H |
|CH (gi)| where the gi are rep-

resentatives for the H -classes of C ∩ H . Plugging this into (1) and using |X| = |G|
|H |

completes the proof. �

(2) Algorithmic issues
It is natural to ask for an algorithm to generate a random derangement in Sn,

for example for cryptographic purposes. One such algorithm appears in [21]. Peter
Cameron (personal communication) has shown us how to use the recurrence for de-
rangement numbers to produce a second algorithm for random generation. There is
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also a literature on Gray codes for running through all derangements in the symmetric
group; see [8] and [50].

(3) Algebraic combinatorics
The set of derangements has itself been the subject of some combinatorial study.

For example, Désarménien [21] has shown that there is a bijection between derange-
ments in Sn and the set of permutations with first ascent occurring in an even position.
This is extended and refined by Désarménien and Wachs [22]. Diaconis, McGrath,
and Pitman [27] study the set of derangements with a single descent. They show
that this set admits an associative, commutative product and unique factorization into
cyclic elements. Bóna [11] studies the distribution of cycles in derangements, using
among other things a result of E. Canfield that the associated generating function has
all real zeros. Benkart and Doty [9] relate derangements and tensor powers of adjoint
modules for the Lie algebra g = sln. In particular, they show that for n ≥ 2k, the
centralizer algebra Endg(sl

⊗k
n ) has a basis indexed by the derangements of S2k .

(4) Statistics
The fixed points of a permutation give rise to a useful metric on the permutation

group: the Hamming metric. Thus d(π,σ ) is equal to the number of places where π

and σ disagree. This is a bi-invariant metric on the permutation group and

d(π,σ ) = d(id,π−1σ) = number of fixed points in π−1σ.

Such metrics have many statistical applications (Chapter 6 of [23]).
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